
3: Pond-dipping

Making deductions about language and texts 

Suitable for Key Stages 2-5, ages 7+

Summary

Using a word processor, pupils explore a text which appears to
be blank. It is, in fact, a document in which the words have had
their colour changed to white and are, therefore, invisible.
Individual words can be selected and made visible again. As
words are revealed, students can make deductions about the
nature of the text and predict the kinds of words likely to precede
or follow others.

What’s the point? 

Through their exploration of a hidden text, pupils pay close attention to the words they find. As they
relate words and phrases to each other, they bring their knowledge to bear on the nature of the text
and how language works. This develops their understanding of texts and their grasp of punctuation
and grammar. 

In the classroom

This requires a word processor and can be used as a whole class activity or can be carried out by 
pupils using their own computers. If, for example, a poem has been hidden, pupils might firstly 
deduce that it is a poem and then explore its use of rhyme or rhythm. Using a prose text, pupils 
can predict the nature of words which precede or follow others. This will help them to make explicit 
their knowledge about grammar. Pond-dipping is best introduced as a whole-class activity before 
being carried out by pupils, in pairs or groups, to encourage discussion about texts or language. 
“The next word must be a noun because...” is the kind of statement one wishes to hear! Similarly, 
the teacher might ask: “How many words did you reveal before you knew the kind of text?” “Which 
words gave you the clue?” ... and so on. 

And also... 

Begin with a very simple text such as a nursery rhyme so pupils quickly get the idea. Use a text 
where you have deliberately chosen to reveal certain words, perhaps to help – or possibly to 
mislead – and make them look closely before jumping to a conclusion. 

Tips and techniques

For whole class use, you will need a projector and a computer. 

To create the hidden text, select the whole text (press the keys Ctrl and A on the keyboard) and 
then select the white colour from the font colour options. A double click will select a single word, 
whose colour can then be altered to make it visible.

Good places to find classic texts online include:

• Project Gutenberg – choose the plain text version for simple import to a word processor

• Bartleby.com – especially useful for classic poems
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